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“It’s A Grand Night! SFBC Celebrates 85 Years”
Sunday, May 16, 2021  5 pm

WELCOME
Cole Porter Another Op’nin’, Another Show (from Kiss me Kate)
Steven Bailey, piano

FEEDING THE SPIRIT
Introduction
Antonio Vivaldi Gloria in Excelsis Deo (from Gloria)
Christopher Wemp, conductor; Steven Bailey, piano
Peter Maund Celebration (an improvisation on the riq)
Franz Joseph Haydn Achievèd is the Glorious Work (from The Creation)
Steven Bailey, piano
André Thomas, arr. Keep Your Lamps!
Peter Maund, congas
Johann Sebastian Bach Gloria in Excelsis Deo
Et in Terra Pax (from Mass in B Minor)
The Jubilate Orchestra

LOVE
Introduction
Interview with Steven Bailey
George Gershwin Preludes 2 & 3
Steven Bailey, piano
Rodgers & Hammerstein It’s a Grand Night for Singing
Steven Bailey, piano
Franz Liszt Oh! Quand je dors
Kyle Stegall, tenor; Eric Zivian, fortepiano

LET’S CELEBRATE
Introduction
Interview with Keith Terry
Keith Terry Improvisation
Keith Terry, Body Musician
Johann Sebastian Bach Forlane & Bourée (from Orchestral Suite in C major)
The Jubilate Orchestra
Nick Page, arr. Niška Banja
Steven Bailey and Mai-Linh Pham, piano
Charles Ives The Circus Band
Steven Bailey and Mai-Linh Pham, piano